Introduction
This work deals with the generation of human-like whole-body movements on anthropomorphic systems. We propose a general framework to generate robot movements from the definition of ordered stack of tasks and a global resolution scheme that enables to consider different kinds of constraints [1] . We compare qualitatively the robot movements generated from this software with similar recorded human movements. We start with a direct global comparison of body movements. Then we analyze the magnitude of the reconstructed human torques and compare with the simulated robot torques during the motion.
Humanoid motion generation and human movement analysis
The motion generation method is based on the taskfunction formalism [4] . Complex movements are defined by a sequence of hierarchized stack of tasks [5] . Equality tasks are used to drive a task-function to a reference value, whereas inequality constraints enable to maintain functions of state variables above or below a given threshold. The degrees of freedom (DOF) of the robot are then simultaneously constrained to guarantee the execution of the highest priority tasks while satisfying at best the lower priority objectives. All along the movement the robot balance is ensured by specifc constraints. At each new phase of the movement the stack of task is restructured by introducing or cancelling tasks and by modifying their priority. A global solver involving a cascade of Quadratic Programming problems [2, 3] is used compute the controller. A detailed presentation of this motion generation method is proposed in [1] . Note that this framework enables to take into account many possible rigid contacts between the robot and the environment during the movement. Furthermore, this method is generic and can be applied both to the kinematics and to the dynamics of the robot. In this work, we considered an extended model of the humanoid robot HRP-2.
The analysis of the human movement was done at the Yoshihiko Nakamura Lab. (YNL) of the University of Tokyo in collaboration with the LAAS-CNRS. We used a Motion Analysis motion capture device, EMG and force plates to record the movement of human subjects executing the same sequence of reaching movements. Based on these data, the software sDIMS, developed at the YNL, which includes a complete musculoskeletal (MS) model of the human body, was used to reconstruct the torques produced by the subject [6] .
The human movement recordings and the robot motion generation were performed for the same reference movement. The subject was asked to execute a sequence of three reaching tasks with his right hand while balancing on its right foot. Additionally, he was holding a cup in his left hand and must maintain it around a fixed position. The first target was located on the ground in front of the subject. The second target was located at midheight on his right side, and the third one was behind him at shoulder level. Implicitly, during each reaching task the subject was required to look at the target. Four snapshots of the successive motion phases are shown in figure 1. The main difficulty is to design the ordered stack of tasks to execute the expected sequence of reaching tasks. Figure 2 shows the chronology of the stack of tasks that was considered. The highest priority task ensures the robot balance by maintaining its center of mass (CoM) within the support polygon. Two inequality constraints are used to limit the variation of the left foot and the left hand position during the whole movement while their orientation are free. Three successive equality constraints are used to control the movement of the right hand toward each target. Equality tasks are also used to drive the gaze toward the current target. To avoid auto-collisions and to increase the resemblance to human movement, we also used equality tasks to drive the robot movement through two intermediary waypoints, IP1 and IP2, before reaching the targets. These points were selected as intermediary objectives because they appear to play a key role in the organization of the human motion.
Results
The human motion and the simulated robot movements were carefully analyzed. We first observed the global shape of movements and compared them. For this study we developed a specific robot model including 37 DOFs. This model is much less complex than the MS model, but the corresponding bodies have similar length, mass and inertia. We compared the magnitude of torques associated to the human and the robot movements. The effort distribution on the lower body joints and the torque trajectories of the upper body joints showed interesting similarities. For example, as shown in figure 3 , the joint torques exerted at the torso of the robot present the same shape and variation as the human torso torques. However, an important difference is observed and concerns the torque variation along the movement. Indeed, in the human motion, the torques vary rather smoothly whereas the robot torques trajectories present sudden peaks at the beginning of each phase of the movement. This is mainly due to the choice of the task dynamics in the sequencing of tasks. Indeed, to guarantee the convergence of each phase of the movement we imposed an exponential decay of the task-functions as it is usually done in robotics. This leads to a succession of exponential decays of torques with a high initial value at the beginning of each phase. To the contrary, despite the important change in the successive target positions, the human torques appear rather smooth, showing the importance of the anticipation process in human motor control. 
Conclusion
This study shows that our advanced motion generation software allows to generate complex movements resembling those of humans. The analysis of the reconstructed human movement and the simulated robot movement shows that the torque variation of the human movement is smoother. This important point suggests that the control design in the task space should be improved in order to take into account the dynamics of whole movement, instead of regulating each task individually.
